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 Based on many studies, driving higher than sure speed at the hours of darknesswhile victimization irradiation headlights has 

been found to end in scarce visibility to retort to road hazards. Luckily, vehicle light technology has advanced such a lot and 

therefore the system is commercially on the market in several components of the globe. However, the technical development for 

best photometrical performance raises a number of queries. The employment of ray of light system creates a glare to drivers of 

oncoming and preceding vehicles (because of each oncoming headlights and preceding taillights), to the extent that it's become 

necessary to see the necessity to place a limiton the glowing intensity of high-beam headlights. This study shall 

therefore summarize and investigate visual performance that permits for analysis of the potential edges of raised glowing 

intensity by considering glare rating associated with safety. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The use of light beam light source system is found to 

form a glare to drivers of oncoming and preceding 

vehicles (Furlough, 2014a). Numerous light beam 

headlights emit sure amount of visible light to the human 

eye and such an amount is measured as lumens per 

square meter [lux]. According to Furlough (2014b), visual 

performance of drivers could also be seriously affected 

due to the glare and radiant flux level (illumination). 

Previous studies have managed to demonstrate the 

visual effects of high-beam headlights to oncoming and 

preceding vehicles (Furlough et al., 2013). Such studies 

have conjointly stressed the need to limit the extent of 

aglow intensity of high-beam headlights. Supported an 

intensive investigation conducted by the Crash 

Reconstruction Unit of MIRO, it absolutely was found 

that risky driving, dashing and fatigue were the most 

causes of road accidents (JKJR, 2014). Factors involving 

lighting; be it throughout the day or at midnight 

(headlights effects) weren't mentioned. Nevertheless, 

environmental factors are known to lead to eight.5% of 

accidents (445 cases) (JKR, 2014). Though such factors 

considerably contribute to road crashes, poor visibility 

might conjointly play a major half within the mishap (II 

HS, 2016). Since 1969, the Federal automobile Safety 

commonplace 108 has specific that every one vehicle sold 

within the US should have separate switches for 

manually choosing shaft and high beam headlamps, with 

low beams needed to limit glare to oncoming or leading 

vehicles. On the opposite hand, high beams a needed to 

maximize forward luminance within the absence of other 

traffic. The foremost vital issue, yet, is that the additional 
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frequent use of light beam head lighting that makes glare 

to the drivers of oncoming and preceding vehicles. Thus, 

it is necessary to grasp the appropriate glare and 

high-beam illumination level to make sure safety of road 

users.This study has been conducted to work out the 

extent of light beam headlights and ascertain their 

intensity at numerous vehicle positions and road 

geometric. The results shall permit for AN analysis of the 

potential advantages of multiplied aglow intensity on 

forward visibility, as well because the probable 

implications as regards safety and level of visual 

discomfort (preliminarystage). 

2. REALATED WORK 

This study used accident knowledge and knowledge 

from the Road Transport Department Asian nation (JPJ) 

and Road Safety Department Asian nation (JKJR). The 2 

federal roads registered a high rate of accidents with high 

fatalities in Bath Phat since 2011 to 2016 with 192, 176, 

158, 165, 197 and 207 fatalities, severally (Prasetijo& 

genus Muse, 2016); that is why they were picked for this 

study. The study locations square measure as follows: 

i. Federal Road FT001 Jalan Johor Bahru – Ayer Hitam 

ii. Federal Road FT050 JalanBatu Pahat – Kluang 

A short, straight, flat and isolated road section of three 

hundred meters was hand-picked among 

the Universiti cask Hussein Onn Malaysia (UTHM) 

compound for experimental functions. The road 

remained closed throughout all the experiment sessions. 

The study conjointly thought-about 5 (5) road locations 

on JalanKluang – Batu Pahat thanks to the high range of 

accidents and fatalities (4-5% per year) (Prasetijo et al., 

2017). Many studies have shown that road characteristics 

and traffic performance would prove vital to the vehicle 

crash model (Hosseinpour et al., 2013) 

 

 
 

3. PROPOSED WORK 

Two double roadway roads with a dimension of 

seven.5 m were started for an automobile driven from the 

front (opposite) and also the back (preceding) in each the 

shaft of light and beam of light experiments. A jig/stand 

for exposure meter and camera television camera were 

placed (static) on the alternative lane of the driven 

automobile (Figure 2). The jig/stand was styled at 130 cm 

tall and 90 cm broad in line with the normally used 

design (Furlough et al., 2016). It absolutely was placed at 

a distance of 30 m, 60 m, 120 m and 150 m from the 

driven car; as illustrated in Figure three. The chosen 

distances were suggested within the assessment of 

headlamp glare by Prasetijo et al. (2018). The longest 

distance was proposed at the world wherever the beam 

of light headlamp ought to be dim to shaft of light 

(Flanagan & Sullivan, 2011; Rumor, 2000). The sunshine 

meter used was SD-1128 whereas the camera model was 

television camera HDR-CX100 AVCHD. 

 

Measurement of high and low beams relied on video 

camera knowledge. The instrumentality was placed on 

the edge and mounted on a jig/adjustable stand at a 

height of one.3 m (Figure three). As a vehicle 

Andtrue|gonethrough|had|undergone|saw|felt|respon

dedto|suffered} an observation website, its headlamp 

illumination was recorded (by the sunshine meter) and 

therefore the} camera also recorded the illumination 

pattern; time, speed. The camera unbroken a musical 

notation of passing vehicles, and this was accustomed 

verify the vehicle moving pattern. The sector 

experiments on the local street inside UTHM were 

conducted on a 300-meter straight road. All of the 

sessions started at twenty-one.00 hours and that they 

were done throughout clear and dry weather. The take a 

look at cars (Perodua My vi/Headlamp D20N and 

nucleon Prove one.6/Headlamp P3 RHD) were equipped 

with low and beam of light headlight's system. The 

system was manually controlled to provide light-weight 

pattern that conformed to the specifications. The cars 

would be driven at a speed of regarding forty mph as 

steered by Furlough et al. (2016) 

(a) Adjustable stand for camcorder and Light Meter; (b) 

Light Meter; (c) Camcorder HDR 
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4. RESULTS 

The proper poker beam experiments were later 

conducted victimization 2 totally different automotive 

models, specifically the nucleon Prevé and PeroduaMyvi. 

The experiments were set up as in Figure three. Every 

automotive was driven to seek out the luminousness of 

ray, shaft and light source intensity toward the front 

mirror. It absolutely was found that the common of 

brightness level [lux] at distances of 0 m, 30 m, 60 m, 

120 m and 150 m with ray were seventeen.0, 7.5, 5.0, 1.0 

and 1.0 for nucleon Prevé; whereas PeroduaMyvi 

had twenty-two.5, 12.0, 7.0, 2.0 and 1.0. The worth of 

lx inflated beside the space 

 
(a)                                          (b) 

Average data for High Beam Headlight (a) Proton Prevé  

and (b)PeroduaMyvi 

 

The beam {of light|lightbeam|ray|ray of 

light|shaft|shaft of light|irradiation} light registered 

completely different price because of the various pattern 

of light distribution. This was because of the 

beam|lightbeam|ray|ray of light|shaft|shaft of 

light|irradiation} being designed with its headlight and 

bulb sort manufacturing low light. The findings 

additionally found the common lx price for shaft at the 

gap of 0 m, 30 m, 60 m, one20m and 150 m to be 1.0, 0, 0, 

0, and zero for nucleon Prevé; whereas 

the Perodua Myvi had one.0, 0.5, 0, 0, and 0. Lx 

exaggerated in conjunction with the gap 

 

Average data for Low Beam Headlight (a) Proton Prevé  

and (b) PeroduaMyvi 

 

The findings therefore showed various values of 

luminance [lux] due to the different type of headlamp in 

both cars, whereby the Prevé used a projector type of 

headlight while a reflector headlight was used in the 

PeroduaMyvi. Another factor affecting light intensity is 

road surface, where uneven road produced fluctuating 

value of lux due to the unstable light distribution. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Findings of the experiments as summarized in this report 

have managed to uncover the effects of headlight system 

on driver visual performance and discomfort. In addition, 

this study has also suggested several substantial steps to 

improve safety of high beam, for night driving. All in all, 

the results also show that the illuminance intensity and 

glare conform to the normal level and safety standard of 

less than 20 lux and normal respond glare rating. Further 

experiments must, however, be conducted for consistent 

results by using Light Meter and Data Logger SD1128 

with higher specifications. 
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